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o
n December 11th,1960,after 130 years of French
colonialism,the Algerian people defeated the military
counterrevolution and invaded the forbidden

neighborhoods of Algeria's large cities. With women,elders
and children on the front line,the demonstrators took over the
streets in thousands of places,and organized soup kitchens,
clandestine hospitals... While the Algerian National Liberation
Front (FLN) had been deeply weakened by the French
counterinsurgency,it's the people who took over the war of
independence and snatched its political side.

This film is built around dialogues with the last witnesses of
this massive uprising. In the intimacy of their living places or
walking back the streets of the uprising,their words,memories
and emotions encounter the analyses of historians and friends
from different generations. It's the story of a forgotten victory
of the people. It's entangled with our disillusions and dreams,
discusses the "Arab Spring" and addresses the diversity of
contemporary world’s uprisings.







I've been investigating the Algerian

popular uprising for 7 years.

My research in social sciences revolves around

counterinsurgency,this form of "war in the

population",modernized and industrialized by the

French State in Indochina and Algeria,then

marketed to many countries to eventually form a

global market.

After the "Battle of Algiers" in 1957,France claimed to

have wiped out all resistance in colonized Algeria.

But,on Sunday December 11th,1960,and during three

weeks,extensive massive demonstrations were

organized by the Algerians to wrest away their

independence.

Often including elders and,on the frontline,women

and children,who came from thousands of

shantytowns and segregated neighborhoods,the

Algerian people was popping up in the heart of the

colonial downtown areas. Flags,banners and bodies

were front and center in the face of far right militia,

French police and army,regularly opened fire.

The repression made a slaughter,with more than 250

dead Algerian people,but it still didn't manage to

subdue the uprising.

This historical episode has been covered up.

It radically contradicts the founding narrative of the

counterinsurgency and the myth of « French

excellence » on the globalized « defense & security »

market. According to the doctrine of "war in and

against the population",the "Battle of Algiers"

supposedly "pacified" Algeria. But three years later,in

December 1960,the multiplicity of the unarmed

colonized people succeeded to merge and

overwhelm the imperial order.

This is the "political Dien Bien Phu" of the Algeria war,

an indispensable key to understand the end of the

Algerian Revolution,as well as to think about the role

of "people" and violence in contemporary societies.

I decided to travel through Algeria to trace this

history. It was also a kind of personal genealogical

quest, in the footsteps of my grandparents who where

Algerian Jews.



Looking for historians and witnesses,I met with

young people,women,old people who always

welcomed me as a son,brother,cousin,or friend. We

talked about December 1960,about colonialism,and

the war of liberation,but also about the present. It

seems that this story sutures wounds on both sides of

the sea and the war.

F'irst,I wanted to make a film to transmit the the

words and gestures of the lesser known characters of

the Algerian war. Telling the story of the multitude of

small stones brought in by each and everyone to the

building of the great history. The way a people

recognized itself at the same time that it is defeating

a powerful system of oppression. I wanted to share

the words and practices of the latest witnesses to

these massive uprisings.

In the intimacy of their current neighborhoods or

walking back the streets of the uprising,their bodies

remember. The memory of this people’s victory is

written in the flesh of its witnesses. As this colonial

violence that was stitched into their muscles,their

memories seem to emerge at new.

Through ages and through

struggles, these witnesses send us

tools.

Yesterday's insurgents are sharing with us escape

plans,sabotage techniques,body tricks. A woman

explains how she made flags secretly and for so long,

how the people were preparing to emerge. Other

witnesses reveal what,according to them,has made

possible to trigger the insurrection of the Casbah of

Algiers. We learn by where escaped those who

burned a supermarket and how some processions of

women have broken through military roadblocks.

We're taught not to give up hope,how to contain the

fear,and from where did the children came when

they invaded the colonial city center of Algiers.

To reconstruct the investigation,the film also relays

the words of Algerian historians who where

themselves heirs of this sequence. They remind us of

the roots of oppressions and the paths of rupture.



And then there's dance.

I proposed to dancers personaly related to Algeria,to

interpret this story through a performance in three phases :

expressing colonial oppression in the flesh,then the uprising

of the muscles,and finally the release of a collective body.

Telling stories of the reappropriation of oneself,of one's

territory.and history.

Largely ignored by historiography,the uprisings of December

1960 fascinate and disconcert people. Those who have lived

through them,usually only aspire to pass on their memories.

The " December 11th" memory challenges the Algerian youth

that came in the streets from february 2019. This sequence

also fascinates in France,in the most of the places where I tell

it.

Staging the determination of the humblest in the face of

arbitrariness,injustice,and feroce repression,this sequence

speaks to today's people resistance. This is the story of a

victory of the oppressed themselves. It has many things to

share with the social movements and liberation struggles all

over the world.

Mathieu Rigouste





« At some point,we realized that we were
ont the way to independence and,at this
time,people didn't wait any longer.

It's spontaneous and it's not spontaneous in the
same time.

Because it still took a few people,the first ones that
came out,to drag everyone else behind. »









« In trance rituals,people don't get up to
dance. They dance because they can't
help themselves. »





Mathieu Rigouste is an independent

researcher in social sciences

His research on colonial history and the genesis
of the security era intersects with investigative
journalism. He sees his work as that of a
craftsman making analytical tools in order to
make them available to those who live historical
situations on a daily basis. One of the story arc
of his journey of research is counterinsurgency.
This model of "warfare inside the population",
modernized and industrialized by the French
State during the Indochina and Algeria wars has
been marketed in many countries,to the point
of becoming a globalized market.

Only one Hero, the People is his first film.
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